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-  This is our marketing plan  -

MetaTrads.ioMetaTrads.io

We are trying to establish a social platform that most people are willing to share and invite their friends to 
partake the reward.

Many might think that MetaTrads is just an NFT asset trading platform. But in our view, MetaTrads is not just 
a trading platform, and in fact, we never de�ned MetaTrads as a purely trading platform. What we really 
want to create is a metaverse ecosystem based on NFT assets, a world that is in�nitely closer to reality. 
Anyone can meet new friends, have fun, and work in MetaTrads. If you understand that MetaTrads is a social 
platform as well as a trading platform. You can understand why we are not so anxious about marketing. 
Because excellent products will automatically spread.

Of course, in order to more thoroughly address community members' doubts, we take this opportunity to 
share a few details about the MetaTrads marketing plan, as follows.
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MetaTrads Team RewardsMetaTrads Team Rewards

MetaTrads.io Trading
Mining

MetaTrads is a social platform as well
as a trading platform

MetaTrads.ioMetaTrads.io

MetaTrads will launch MetaTrads INO, where players will be granted permanent indi

genous identity. In MetaTrads, the �rst aborigines were allowed to invite friends to jo

in the MetaTrads world, and those who successfully invited friends to join the MetaTr

ads team were rewarded with a global trading bonus.

Methods of obtaining MetaTrads identity:

- Participate in INO and become a Bounty Hunter or Alchemist Knight

- Promote to Lord of Vibranium through the campaign of MetaTrads’s identity

Details of the sharing policy, invite mechanism, and invite rewards will be detailed in

 a separate MetaTrads document.

MetaTrads Campaign RewardsMetaTrads Campaign Rewards

MetaTrads hosts events that reward community members who actively participate i

n building MetaTrads. We use part of the platform operating funds for marketing.

Activities such as:

Promotion activities: Reward players who have done creative promotion on global so

cial media; To reward members of the MetaTrads community for their outstanding co

ntributions; To reward KOLs who objectively promote MetaTrads in their own commu

nities.

Pioneer hero reward: Launch "MetaTrads Hero List" activity for players who join the 

platform in the early stage and conduct mining transactions, and reward the players

 with the highest trading volume.

MT Buyback: We will put 30% of the whole network fee into the MT/

USDT liquidity pool so that more people can see the value of MT tokens and enter M

etaTrads' Trade to Earn and Mine.

More events await

Please NotePlease Note
We will still never even answer the question How much is $MT for MetaTrads NFT? 

We want people to participate in MetaTrads because they love it, not just for pro�t. 

We believe that only love, only pay without return can go further, in order to reach 

the target.

Although, we understand that there are substantial rewards to be had for 

participating in the MetaTrads deal. But here's one thing for sure: If you've ever been 

involved in the construction of MetaTrads, whether you're Pizza Deliverer, who quietly

keeps the MetaTrads community alive; Software development engineers who 

contribute code to MetaTrads; Volunteers who provide �rst-class translations to the 

MetaTrads community; Proactively introduced MetaTrads' KOL to fans; Bounty 

Hunters or Alchemical Knights involved in early platform construction; The middleman 

who helped MetaTrads build a wide range of relationships with a wide range of 

partners in different �elds; Just a $MT holder who spotted a typo in the of�cial 

MetaTrads documentation and provided us with immediate feedback. You deserve 

applause and awards.

In the endIn the end
1. Thank every participant for their silent efforts.

2. Your patients will be worth it. NFT, $MT holders have not disappointed us, why 

should we disappoint NFT, $MT holders?

MetaTrads TeamMetaTrads Team
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